About Bloody Time !
by Earl P. Holt III

A pro-abortion "feminist" clerking for one of the leftist Supreme
Court Justices has leaked a draft of what may well be a
decision overturning Roe v. Wade, the 1973 abortion decision. It
was leaked to the leftist liars at POLITICO to either inspire a
storm of protest to intimidate the majority, or else prompt the
Biden Administration to pack the Supreme Court and reverse it.
The greatest fear of "Democrats" and other communists has been
that a conservative Court might eventually overturn the one
decision that comes as close to a religious sacrament as any of
them will ever observe: that is the “right” to murder one’s own
innocent and unborn children, found in our current abortion-ondemand decision following Roe v. Wade.
America's leftists suddenly demand that the Supreme Court adhere
to “precedent,” or what is known in legal circles as Stare Decisis.
That's the principle that any court -- and the Supreme Court in
particular -- should be restrained by strict precedent and not
”legislate from the bench” by inventing new Constitutional
doctrines. It implies that courts are obliged to follow the decisions
of prior courts to demonstrate continuity and the legitimacy of our
legal system.
Despite the shrill rhetoric of the left, however, Roe v. Wade
created “Constitutional Law” from thin air, it overturned the
abortion statutes in all 50 states, and it reversed 182 years of
precedent at the Supreme Court. Roe v. Wade epitomizes the
total abandonment of stare decisis or precedent.

If Roe v. Wade were reversed, it would not represent "judicial
activism” or a failure to follow precedent. Instead, it would be a
return to the status quo ante before a corrupt, incompetent and
politicized court -- dominated by leftist scoundrels -- made a
mockery of “Constitutional” Law by legalizing infanticide-ondemand!
Such a decision by the Court would merely return the deciding of
this momentous national issue back to each individual state, where
state legislatures may determine their own abortion policies. BLUE
states will no doubt perpetuate the sacrament of infanticide, and
most RED states will strictly regulate it or possibly prohibit it.
In any event, such a decision will be far more faithful to federalism
and the Tenth Amendment than Roe v. Wade.

